Lucas Canopies
in the sun, wind and rain

Canopy with retracted vertical awning (ZIP)

Technical changes, errors and misprints reserved!
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The innovative all-weather canopy as a
complete solution for your terrace
Use your terrace in any weather!
Extend your patio season!
Taken shortly before the storm front with heavy rain over the Emsland and the county
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Lucas canopies are the ideal sun, rain and wind protec-

comfort on your terrace. Choose your desired color for

tion for conservatories, patio roofs and pergolas with a

the frame of your canopy and adapt it optically to your

special flair. We offer our canopies for both indoor and

house and your terrace.

outdoor solutions. Our interior system uses either high-

With sizes for one-piece systems of widths up to 7 meters

quality brand acrylic or Trevira CD fabric for hanging.

and a failure of up to 6 meters, even large terraces can

Outdoor we put on durable PVC with coated polyester

be roofed over easily.

fabric. In the simplest variant, the canopies are manually

By coupling several systems, any desired large terraces,

operated by means of a cable. Of course, each of our ca-

such as, for example, outdoor areas of a restaurant, can

nopies is also available with electric drive for the special

be completely roofed over.

Ca
ha

Free standing canopy with vertical awnings (ZIP)

With additional vertical awnings (ZIP) you can sit on your
terrace protected even in wind and rain and enjoy them!
Also for free terraces without house connection we offer
you a terrace roofing of the premium class.
We have further developed our canopies and can offer
them for the first time as freestanding constructions. For

With retracted canopy and vertical awnings only the fili-

this, the support posts are either embedded in concrete

gree frame of the construction remain. Thus, the look of

or screwed on. So you get on your free terrace optimal

a free terrace without house connection is not disturbed

shading and protection against wind and weather.

and still looks modern and open.

corner joints

Detail drawing of running rail frame
connection

Detail drawing frame-frame
connection

Detail drawing support frame
connection

Detail drawing Corner connection of the profiles

Detail drawing of running rail frame
connection

Detail drawing of running rail frame
connection

Canopy over terrace,
half open
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Windproof in any weather with windscreens from Lucas
Use your terrace in any weather!

Complement your canopy with vertical awnings (ZIP sys-

By completely closing the vertical awnings, you will be

tems) made of slightly transparent screen fabric or trans-

weatherproof even in rain and wind, so that the use of

parent windows.

your terrace is no longer dependent on the weather.En-

This results in a multifunctional space that can either be

joy your terrace all year round!

completely closed or completely opened.
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Profile Overview Lucas Canopies

Detailed drawing profiles 60 series

Detailed drawing profiles 100 series

Detailed drawing Profile Premium Series
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12 m coupled canopy system for sun and weather protection

Canopy with vertical awnings and flexible windows

Our electrically operated canopies are characterized

ries and our Premium Series.

by filigree yet stable profiles. Actuators and other tech-

Furthermore, on the previous pages you will find a small

nology are not visually visible within the profiles, which

overview of the connections of the individual frame ele-

further underlines the high-quality look of our canopies.

ments, such as frame-frame connection, running rail-

All our canopies are available in different versions.

frame connection, column-frame connection and corner

See our profiles in the versions Indoor, 60 Series, 100 Se-

connections.

Canopy from the opened interior view
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Canopy system with a width of over 25 meters

Lucas canopies as a shelter for your
gastro-terrace
Use your terrace in any weather!

Of course, Lucas all-weather canopies are not only suita-

to linger. Above is the outdoor area of a restaurant. The

ble for terraces of single or multi-family houses.

numerous squares can be easily covered by the multi-

Also on terraces of restaurants or nursing homes and

part system with a total width of over 25 meters. By using

hospitals our canopies are used. Even larger outdoor are-

vertical awnings (ZIP systems), your guests can even sit

as can be roofed over with our canopies and invite you

comfortably on the terrace on colder and rainy days.

3-piece coupled
Canopy system
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Canopy with integrated LED lighting
Detail view of extending canopy

Use our canopies in combination with radiant heaters

7016 anthracite or RAL 9006 white aluminum. Of course,

and the matching LED lighting. This creates a pleasant

we also offer you more colors, you are welcome to re-

feel-good atmosphere. This will allow restaurateurs to

quest directly from us!

extend the patio season and increase their sales over the
year. Your guests will thank you!

Also for the curtain, we offer a variety of design options.

There are almost no limits to the color scheme of the

Here, the majority of our customers choose a plain white

frame profiles. Choose your suitable color among all RAL

or beige. But we offer u.a. also a red or yellow curtain for

colors. Particularly popular here are RAL 9016 white, RAL

your individual canopy.

Canopy with closed
vertical awnings (ZIP)
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Vertical awnings (ZIP) as lateral windbreak

Canopy in the rain

Horizontal folding door made of glass with ZIP

Interested? For more information, please visit:
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Lucas Outdoor GmbH
Am Darmer Bahndamm 6-8 | D-49808 Lingen (Ems)
Phone +49 (0) 591 | 800 60 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 591 | 800 60 66
info@lucas-outdoor.de | www.lucas-outdoor.de
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